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Introduction
The thorny healthcare reform has aroused prioritized concern
in all countries, partly due to its year-on-year rising financial
premium burden as well as the barrier of old problematic or
delayed care system. In a long run, government’s ultimate aim
is to provide an affordable care system so as to benefit one and
all rather than specify which one or ones, but there is more
to it than just that. More importantly, access points should be
addressed ahead to promise care framework falling to the ground
and its long-term vitality as well through tangible ways. Herein,
these actual proposals may be substantial steps to boost future
health care. First, Internet medical care service, smart payment
have already offered many new routes to convenience for both
patients and doctors. In addition to the dramatic increase in the
number of patients, disease management has become much
more complicated. We feel the effects of inadequate investment
in family doctor services every day. Doctors are trying to treat as
many patients as possible, but they also need to know that the
health and well-being of themselves are critical to the safety of
the patient. Network and big data era push global grid as well
as connect, which is favorable to facing common challenges
of human health, such as cancer, dementia, etc. In addition, it
can make full use of various medical resources through online
integration, and it also can combine modern information, wireless
sensing and internet technology with modern medicine. Based
on clinical data and genomic work [1], “Artificial Intelligence”
will provide potential of evidence-based solution, while mobile
payment such as Alipay will represent the new mark of future
care. Of note, safety net is core key for care service providers [2].
Second, hierarchical medical system, big data let community clinics
gather experts and tech easily. According to its proximity, “Medical
Treatment Combination Framework” can be built effectively. As a
result, larger hospital will obtain extension of impact and more
high-quality patients as well, while community clinics will obtain
professional support and promptly transfer patients with severe
illness in good order. The current situation of doctor turnover can
also be improved. In the future, community hub will become core
and sign of the construction of medical and health industry. How
to strike the balancing point between stimulating economy and
realizing social fairness should be considered first. Otherwise, the
potential risk will hurt the patients with low-income or refugees
or immigrants [3].
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Third, back to previous historical progress in care field, only fuel
more on tech innovation is right direction. Medical technology
is the foundation of doctors' survival [4,5]. Medical technology
innovation is the core of the future development of the hospital,
and it is an important guarantee for the sustainable development
of the hospital [6-8]. Many experts said Trump's NIH funding
cut would be a disaster, which also may deteriorate ongoing
researches, and even let US losing his leading role ultimately.
Rolling on two wheels-tech and goal, indeed speeds up advance
in healthcare, also bring surprising outcomes as expectation.
In a word, authors hope these access points will be helpful for
consensus making of later health reform [9,10].
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